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COSA Webinar:  April 24, 2014 

Slide 1: Creating Successful Internships: A Collaboration Among Faculty, 

Supervisors, and Students 

Slide 2: Who we are 

Thank you for inviting us to speak with you today about a subject dear to our 

hearts – archives internships. We’re going to speak for about 45 minutes about 

our experiences as the faculty planning and managing internships, professional 

archivists supervising internships, and students experiencing internships. There 

will be plenty of time at the end for questions. 

Slide 3: Types of internships 

Internships, of course, come in all shapes and sizes.  There are paid and unpaid 

internships and then there are internships for academic credit.  Today, since 

we’re focusing on the Simmons experience, we’re going to talk about academic 

internships. 

Slide 4: the Simmons College Archives Program 

The Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information Science began 

teaching its first archives class in the late 1970s and from the beginning it 

incorporated an internship. Experiential learning has always been considered an 

integral part of archival education.  The intro class, known then and still known 

now as “438” was taught in the fall; and in the 1980s a second advanced class was 

added in the spring.  The students, usually 10-20 a year, interned at prominent 

repositories in the area.  Students interviewed at multiple sites, and both students 

and sites could choose final assignments. There was in addition a close collegial 

relationship between the one faculty member who directed the program, and the 

supervisors who mentored the students. By the late 1990s, students interned at 

one site for the year, for about 150 hours.  I know, because I supervised a lot of 

those students! At the end of the year we would receive a call from the faculty 
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asking how her students had done. Of course, if any issue arose during the year, 

we just called the professor. 

By the early 2000s, Simmons entered a period of significant change.  Enrollments 

grew, and we went from teaching 25 students a year to 50, then 100, then as 

many as 150 students a year in the 438 introductory class. One long 150 hour 

internship became 2 60 hour internships taken at different repositories.  Many 

new sites joined our program. A second campus opened in the western part of 

the state, and we added new sites far beyond the Boston area, throughout the six 

New England states. The offerings of the program grew as well, with students 

taking 10 required courses instead of 2.  The second 60 hour internship was 

replaced by a 130 hour full semester final capstone internship at the end of the 

program. 

More students, more sites – and more faculty.  There were too many students to 

all be interviewing at multiple sites.  There were many supervisors the faculty 

didn’t know. The close cooperative relationships of the earlier years still existed 

with some sites, but problems began to increase and we needed to meet those 

challenges. 

What kinds of problems? Well, they ranged from supervisors reporting students  

coming late, calling frequently to reschedule, taking criticism poorly, having 

unreasonable expectations.  Students reported on poorly planned projects: “I 

arrived and the supervisor hadn’t even looked at the collection, and spent the 

first day finding all the boxes”;”the supervisor wasn’t available and I didn’t know 

who to ask so I just sat there and waited”; “the supervisor is too busy to talk to 

me; they don’t seem to know what they want”; “there’s no computer for me to 

work at” – you get the idea.  

Slide 5: Understanding internships 

Jeannette Bastian, the director of the archives program and I, then the Simmons 

College Archivist and adjunct professor in the Library School, spent two years 

consulting with faculty at other institutions, with our supervisors, and with alum 

about the challenges of providing internships that all the players – faculty, 
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supervisors and students – could be happy with, and came up with a book to talk 

about our conclusions.  The book includes a lot of case studies, all of which are 

true and happened to us. But these “interesting experiences” are what led to our 

recommendations for a successful internship program. Our goal was to provide 

the best possible internships for our students, and an efficient and effective way 

to manage the program. 

Slide 6: Archival internships at Simmons 

Our first two criteria, “an archives engaged in current practice” and “a 

professional archivist to supervise” may seem obvious, but at first they weren’t.  

We are contacted by many sites with archival records that are desperate for help, 

and have heard that Simmons will provide “free interns” to help them! At first we 

thought these might be interesting and challenging experiences for our advanced 

students. But we concluded that for our students to have the best possible 

internships, they should be at established archives where they can learn about 

organizational and professional culture, and observe professional archivists 

working together and with colleagues such as librarians, IT and other staff to plan, 

prioritize, and implement their goals. We also felt, that although our advanced 

students have a lot of preparation and skills, they are still students who need and 

value guidance, and were still paying for the opportunity to acquire more 

experience and skills that would prepare them for the workplace.  We continue to 

hear from organizations who would like help on an almost weekly basis, and we 

recommend that they create part-time jobs we can advertise on our student 

email list. 

The professional archivist as supervisor is the critical ingredient for the successful 

internship. An experienced person who knows the work, plans the project or 

projects so they are ready for the student, and meets regularly with the student 

to review and monitor work is a great supervisor.  Supervisors that genuinely 

enjoy working with students, and see themselves as mentoring the next 

generation of archivists and colleagues, is the ideal supervisor. We will not assign 

students to sites without a professional supervisor.  
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Third, we work with sites to plan what I have come to call “doable” projects. 

Many sites have projects they desperately would like to assign students to, but if 

the student cannot finish the project in the amount of time allotted, then 

everyone ends up frustrated. 

I learned this early on.  When I started my first job as a supervisor, my boss told 

me to expect three interns from Simmons, and that she had picked out the 

collections, all of which were huge.  Based on my own experience as a student, I 

knew they were too large.  So we agreed on a compromise and assigned different 

sized collections to each of the three students. Doing folder level work, in a 60 

hour introductory internship, only the first student working on a 2 cu.ft. collection 

finished processing and completed a finding aid.  The second managed to do a 

survey, a workplan,  and organize the collection into series, while the third barely 

completed a workplan.  She was so frustrated she quit the archives program. My 

boss let me do what I wanted after that. 

Another part of the “doable” concept is the notion of projects at the appropriate 

level. Endless hours scanning, or refoldering, or doing data entry or just doing 

what is needed to help out is not appropriate.  Some routine work is fine. But 

students need to finish internships, especially the advanced internship, with 

products they can show to faculty, and to future employers. Many projects that 

start off as questionable can be turned into “doable” with a little consultation 

between the faculty and supervisor. 

Finally, and most importantly, a successful internship relies on effective 

communication between the faculty, the supervisor, and the student. 

Slide 7: Matching Students and Sites 

At Simmons we communicate regularly with our sites.  Each semester they 

receive a request from us asking they submit their internships to our database.  In 

that email are reminders about the type of internship– introductory or capstone – 

and length of the internship, and a description of the types and level of projects 

and products. Supervisors put information about the internships into the 

database, where we can check they meet our criteria.  If we have any questions, 
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we contact the site and work with the supervisor to improve the internship. 

Generally, 438 students do small arrangement and description projects, while our 

advanced students may be involved with complex processing and EAD, metadata, 

digital projects, records management, exhibits, and reference and outreach, or a 

combination of several. 

Students make and rank three choices in the database, and the faculty match the 

students to the sites. We make a real effort, especially for the capstone projects, 

to match students to sites with the kind of projects they are looking for. For some 

students who want a very specific site or project, or for our online students all 

over the country, I will work one on one with supervisors to identify internships. 

Finally, we provide orientation for our students before they begin.  We prepare 

them with information about expectations: ours, the sites, and theirs. We talk 

about professional behavior such as reminding them it may be OK to have 

Facebook open when they work at home, but it isn’t OK to have it open at work.  

Ten years ago, the average age of our students was 34; now it is 24 and many lack 

prior professional work experience. 

All our interns are required to journal weekly online to their faculty once the 

internship begins so we can identify problems before they become serious, 

answer any questions that might arise, or provide general guidance if needed.  

Supervisors provide midterm and final evaluations on students through the 

database. Each year I visit several sites to see how our students are doing and to 

seek advice from supervisors about how to improve our internships.  But the truth 

is, once the internship begins – it is all about the supervisor and the student. 

 

 

 


